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THE NIGERIAN NATIONAL CLIMATE CHANGE COMMISSION 
BILL: A REVIEW 

Oluwatoyin 0 . Ajayi* 

ABSTRACT 

Climate change is a defining challenge of the 2 1'1 century. The 
emergence of the problem has been attributed to the development path 
chosen few hundred years ago, caused by excessive burning of fossil 
fue ls. The impacts of climate change make it a problem that cannot be 
ignored: rising sea levels, extreme weather events, droughts and fam ine, 
water stress and scarcity are few of the impacts with attendant loss of 
lives and livelihood. Every year nations meet at designated venues to 
consider and determine how well they have fared in mitigation of 
greenhouse gas emissions and adaptation to climate impacts. The 
multilateral global framework encourages nations to domesticate the 
treaty so it can have a legal bite. The National Assembly having realised 
Nigeria is highly vulnerable to the impacts of climate change came up 
with a National Climate Change Commission Bill that is awaiting 
president 's assent. The paper analysed the National Climate Change 
Commission Bill vis-a-vis its composition, funct ions, funds and 
regulation. The paper compared the bill under the stated headings with 
the climate laws of Kenya and Philippines which are also developing 
countries that are vulnerable to the impacts of climate change. Lessons 
learned from their approaches were discussed while also drawing 
inferences from the United Kingdom 2008 climate legislation. It was 
discovered that the bill in its present state may not totally satisfy the need 
for climate legislation that the country require. Thereafter, conclusions 
were drawn and recommendations made. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Climate change is a change of climate which is mainly attributed directly or indirectly to 
human activity that a lters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is in 
addition to natural c limate variability observed over comparable time periods.' Climate 
change necessitated by global warming is as a result of high levels of heat trapping gases 
known as greenhouse gases (GHGs) continually emitted into the atmosphere. GHGs are 
vital for survival on planet eat1h when they are emitted in the right quantity. 2 The 
unending challenge of climate change is as result of overloading the atmosphere with 

Faculty of Law, Bowen University, lwo, Osun State double princess1@yahoo .co m 
oluwatoyin1.a jayi@gmai l.com 
1 Article 1 UNFCCC 1994 
2 

L.D. Guruswamy and B.R. Hendricks, International Environmental Law in a Nutshell, West Group, 1997, 
p.124 
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GHGs of which Carbon dioxide C02 is the most abundant, methane CH4, Nitrous Oxide 
N02, Hydrofluorocarbons HFCs, Perfluorocarbon PFCs and su lphur hexafluoride are the 
other gases making up the list of GHGs. There are natural and anthropogenic interference 
with the global c limate but the human interference is creating the worse of the challenges. 
Natural causes of cl imate change include volcanic eruptions, whereby vo lcanoes spit out 
large volumes of sulphur dioxide, water vapour, dust and ash. into the atmosphere. Other 
natural causes include ocean current and earth orb ital changes. However anthropogenic 
interference with the atmosphere due to human activities has greater impact on eatth ' s 
climatic system. It has been demonstrated beyond doubt that the climate is changing due 
to manmade GHGs.3 Factors aggravating the c limate problem include fossil fuel 
combustion, unsustainable agriculture practises, unsustainable population growth, 
deforestation and many more. Impacts of climate change include: rising globa l 
temperatures, change in existi ng patterns of precipitation which in turn wi ll cause 
meteorological shifts affecting seasonal snow patterns .4 Melting polar ice caps are 
expected to cause a rise in sea leve ls which will directly impact commercial marine 
industries. Agricu lture will follow rainfall patterns and temperature, and entire species 
may have to adapt to new habitats, shift locations or face local ised and potentially 
widespread extinction .5 

Dire situations await nations of the world that will not brace up to the challenges 
posed by climate change. Issues ari sing from manifest in extreme weather events like 
hurricanes, tornadoes, flooding: the 2003 heat waves in France claimed over 14,000 
lives6

, the USA hurricane Katrina of August 20057
, the Pakistan flood s of 2011 and 

2012,8 the Nigeria floods of 2012,9 the Philippine Typhoon Haiyan of 2013 , 10 the 
Australian bush fires of 2013 ,11 the London snow of 2013 1 are a tip of the ice berg on the 

3 Meteorological Office, Hadley Centre, United Kingdom, www.metoffice.gov.uk.public-climate accessed 

26/9/2016 
4 
Guruswamy L.D and Hendricks B.R, supra n.2, p.129 

5 Ibid. 
6 Larsen, J. "Plan B Updates, Setting the Record Straight : More than 52,000 Europeans Died from Heat in 

Summer 2003" , http://www.earth-policy.org/plan b updates/2006/update5 accessed 20/02/2015 
7 

Swiss Re, "Hurricane Katrina," January 25, 2007, in K. Amadeo, "How much did Hurricane Katrina Damage 
the US Economy, Hurricane Katri na Damage Facts and Economic Effects", 
http:// useconomy.a bout. com/ od/grossdo mesticproduct/ f /katrina damage. htm accessed 05/09/2016 
8 

UNICEF, "Five Million Affected by Floods" http://www.unicef.org.au/Media/Media-Releases/October-

2012/ Five-mi II ion-affected-by-Pa kist a n-floods.aspx accessed 24/02/2016 
9 
Adedoja T. and Ezigbo, 0. "Floods claim 363 lives, displace 2.1mi llion people" 

http :1/ www. th isday I ive .com/ a rtic les/floods-cla i m-363-1 ives-d is pi ace-2-1 m-says-n e ma/12 980 7 accessed 
25/112016: When floods happen there is always a need to relocate the affected people to safe places which 
are often relief camps managed by government emergency agencies. It is expected that from t he forecasted 
impacts of climate change flooding will become more incessant and this w ill always displace people as seen 
in the fla sh floods of July 2012 which affected about 2. 1 mil lion according to National Emergency 
Management Agency (NEMA) . 
10 

http :1/www .u n icefusa .org/ mission/emerge ncies/hu rr ica nes /20 13-phi li ppi nes-typhoon-ha iya n accesed 
24/02/2015 
11 

"Bushfi res : Homes gutted as fires burn across Victo ria and South Australia", 

http :1/www .a be . net.a u In ews/20 14-02 -10/bus hfi res-victoria -south-a ustra I ia-gi p psi a nd/5 2 48424 a ccesed 
24/02/2015 
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plethora of extreme weather conditions w ith severe destructions, economic loss and 
human misery. C limate change w ill severely impact developing nations, least developed 
nations and the small island nations which have least adaptable options. 

Expected future climate change is genera lly presented using climate scenarios, an 
analytic tool that provides long-term perspectives on expected changes in climate 
parameters. To assist in the deve lopment of the National Adaptation Strategy and Plan of 
Action on Climate Change in Nigeria (NASPA-CCN), the BNR CC Proj ect 
commissioned the C limate Systems Ana lys is Group at the University of Cape Town to 
develop climate scenarios fo r Nigeria.13 Temperature: Overa ll , the scenarios suggest a 
warmer c limate in the future. For instance, the A2 scenario projects a temperature 
increase of 0.04°C per year from now until the 2046-2065 ris ing to 0.08°C per year after 
2050. However, regional variations are expected, w ith the highest increase ( 4 .5°C by 
208 1-21 00) projected in the northeast. 14 

II. IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON NIGERIA 

Diffe rent zones of the country wi ll experience different c ircumstances due to the ir 
location and some other facto rs. Some zones of the country w ill experience drop in 
rainfall , causing water scarc ity, crop fai lures and reduced y ie ld. While some parts of the 
country wi ll experience increased amount of rain in shotter periods causing fl oods as was 
experienced in over 20 states of the country in 201 2 w ith attendant loss of I ives, 
propetties and di splacement. A lthough the country is not a maj or emitter of C0 2, yet 
must decisively address the problem of gas flaring and land use, majorly deforestation are 
two major ways N igeria is contributing to ri se in global emissions. Gas fl aring has 
become an intractab le problem for the country as several administration have set 
dead lines fo r a reduction and eventual fl are out without notable result since 1979 when 
flaring was banned. Gas fla ring is a major emitter of GHGs causing g lobal warming 
inducing c li mate change, and Nigeria is reputed to be the second largest gas fl aring 
nation in the world.15 

The country is vulnerable to impacts of climate change especia lly in the coastal 
areas. The N iger Delta is the resource base .of the country, and highly susceptible to sea 
level rise, which can submerge o il rigs and platfo rms that are the backbone of the 
Nigerian economy. The live lihood of many res idents of the N iger De lta and other coastal 
states are at ri sk; as indigenous people are dependent on farming, fishing, hunt ing and 
trading. This leads to loss of live lihood and exacerbate povetty. Also, Lagos State which 
is the economy hub of the country has a grim projection of being under water if emiss ions 
conti nue unabated . Numerous highly populated communities w ithin 10 km of the 

12 
www.theguardian .com >World> UK News> Wea ther, www.dai lymai l.co .uk/ .. ./UK-weather-When-end

Snow-fal ls-London accessed 24/02/ 215 
13 

Federal Min ist ry of Environment, National Adapt ation Strategy and Plan of Action on Climat e Change in 
Nigeria2011 
14

/bid., p.7 
15

The World Bank, 

http://web.worldbank.org/ WBSITE/ EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTOGMC/EXTGG FR/O,,contentM DK:2213749menu P 
K:3077311 ~pagePK : 64168445~p i PK :64 1 68309~theSite PK: 5 78069,00. htm I accessed 20/11/2016 
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coastline are often inundated or submerged as a result of sea level rise or flooding 16 The 
continual surge of the Atlantic Ocean and the billions of dollars that will be required to 
secure infrastructure is enormous, the Alpha beach, and many other beaches in Lagos 
state are gradually disappearing, 17 no thanks to the climate challenge. Apart from creating 
economic hardship, climate change will be a remote cause of insecurity in Nigeria.18 As 
water scarcity becomes more prevalent and grazing lands become inadequate for 
pastoralists, conflicts are inevitable. In Nigeria today, the protracted battle between 
farmers and pastoralists 19 is over water and grazing lands which has been partly linked to 
climate change and unsustainable land practices . These conflicts have led to the death of 
many farming families and whole villages razed down by pastoralists. The country must 
come up with concrete policies and laws that will stem the ugly trends; seek ways to 
adapt to climate change impacts and reduce the country ' s vulnerability thereby building 
resilience. 

III. THE NEED FOR CLIMATE LEGISLATION 

Nationa l climate legislation is expedient in the scheme of things, without laws there is 
neither offence nor penalty. A national climate legislation will help countries domesticate 
the global climate process, and to be able to effectively deal with climate issues by 
shaping national climate policy and filling the gaps evident in global , national and local 
legislations?0 By enacting local legislations on climate change countries are able to 
develop national actions that accentuate international collective action. It will also help 
achieve improved energy security, greater resource-efficiency and cleaner, lower carbon 
economic growth. Climate laws assign obligations and responsibilities to curbing 
emissions on national levels, and putting in place the mechanisms to measure, report and 
verify emissions, a pre-requisite for a credible global climate treaty? ' It also gives a 
country ability to engage bilateral, regional and multilateral co-operation in tackling 
climate change, and access to climate finance and markets. In the case of climate change, 
uncertainty is an obstacle to successful mitigation ; in any democracy, it is difficult for a 

16 
P. Elias and A. Omojola, Case study : Challenge of Climate Ch ange for Lagos , Nigeria, 

http://dx.doi.org/ 10.1016/j.cosust .2015.02.008 accessed 30/ 3/ 2017 
17

M. Si mire, "Climate Change Policy for Lagos", http :/ldai lyi ndependentnig.com/2014/01/climate-change
po licy-lagos/ accessed 24/3/2017 
18 

J.O Fati le and O.S Adejobi , "Climate Change, Environment and Conflicts in Nigeria", British Journal of Arts 
and Social Sciences, Vol. 6, No .1 (2012), p.l6 
19

M . Tenuche and 0 .0 lfatimehin, "Resource Conflict among Farmers and Fulani Herdsmen : Implication fo r 
Resou rce Sustainability", African Journal of Political Science and International Relations Vol.3 (9), pp.360-
364, September 2009 
20 

liED http://www.iied.ora/ helpinq-parliamentarians-drive-national-climate-chanqe-policy accessed 
03/12/ 2016 
21

Giobe International Study Reveals Rapid Advance of National Climate Change Laws Creating Basis for New 
International Climate Agreement . UN and World Bank support partnership with the Global Legislators 
Organisation (GLOBE) to encourage development of national climate change laws, 
http:/ /www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/SDN/GLOBE-Press-Release.pdf accessed 
3/12/ 2016 
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government to irrevocably commit its successors to specific m1t1gation policies.22 

Inculcating multilateral commitments into national legislation aimed at achieving long
run mitigation goals is vital for policy continuity.23 This is evident on how President 
George Bush turned against ratification of the Kyoto protocol by the US, when the 
country participated and ratified the UNFCCC, simply because they sought to protect 
their business interests above the lives of billions of people in developing countries.24 

In view of these benefits and in order to domesticate the global treaties on 
climate change, and commit to mitigation and adaptation effmts, the country came up 
with National Climate Change Commission Bill 20 I 0. 

IV. THE CLIMATE CHANGE COMMISSION BILL 

The National Assembly passed a bill to create a National Climate Change Commission in 
2010, which once established, will facilitate coordination and support for the multi-level 
and cross-sector climate change responses ? 5 The Bill has been stuck since 2010 awaiting 
the president's assent. Unfortunately, nothing was done till the previous administration 
rolled up. The country is under a new administration since the last election that ousted 
President Jonathan and ushered in President Buhari in 2015. Almost two years on, the 
present government have not made any tangible effort to do anything about the bill or 
present other options to having a climate law. 

The bill is to be operative to the whole of Nigeria with its headquarters in Abuja 
and offices in the six geo-political zones of the country. Section 2 of the Bill makes the 
president the chairman of the commission which places the commission on a high 
pedestal. This is the same approach adopted by the Philippines, a developing country that 
is worthy of an example to follow for other developing countries . Recognising its 
vulnerability to the impacts of climate change the country wasted no time to enact laws 
and establish institutions with the power to address all climate related matters. The 
Philippines ' Climate Change Act26 established a legal and institutional framework for 
climate change governance. It established separate laws by which new institutions were 
established and invested with an extensive mandate to address all climate change matters 
in a holistic and integrated manner.27 

22 
Avoiding Dangerous Climate Change : Strategies for Mitigation, Human Development Report 113 

23/bid . This point is rather germane for Nigeria where policies rarely survive the tenure of administration 
that initiate them. Governance in the country has a special problem when it comes to sustaining policies, a 
local syndrome called 'policy somersault' 
24

Shah, Anup "COP3-Kyoto Protocol Climate Conference" Global Issues, 15 Feb. 2002. Web 15 Aug. 2012, 
http://www .globa lissues.org/a rticle/183/cop3-kyoto-protocol eli mate-conference accessed 25/3/2017. 
25UNDP, Nigeria's Path to Sustainable Development Through Green Economy, Country Report to RIO +20, 
102 
26 An Act Mainstreaming Climate Change into Government Policy Formulations, Establishing the Framework 
Strategy 
and Program on Climate Change, Creating for this Purpose the Climate Change Commission, and for Other 
Purposes 
27Katherine Lofts and Alex Kenny, Mainstreaming Climate Resilience into Government: The Philippines 
Climate Act, Centre for International Sustainable Development Law, 1 
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This is in correlation with what Nigeria's proposed climate change commission 
bill prescribed but the bill was not assented to by the former president and the present 
administration seem to have distanced itself from the bill. This call to question the 
purp01ted commitment to climate issues and assurance that implementation is assured 
after passage of the bill. Also with the level of activities the president of Nigeria has to 
grapple with, it is advisable that the commission be headed by either the vice president or 
even the secretary general of the federation, and attached to the office of the president. 

A Technical Advisory Committee was established with the executive secretary of 
the commission as the chair.28 The Commission established departments to aid its 
operation which include: climate science inventories and mitigation, vulnerability, 
impacts and adaptation, multilateral and bilateral programmes, research and systematic 
observations, planning, statistics and policies, and administration and services? 9 

An overview of the functions of the Climate Change Commission Bill was set 
out in section 7. The Commission is charged with the responsibility for the strategic 
planning and co-ordination of national policies in the field of climate change and energy 
in all its ramifications and advice the Federal Government on policies and priorities on 
the International Climate Change regime and its effects on the country.30 It is to initiate 
research in technological use, acquisition and deployment without prejudice to the 
generality of the foregoing, the Commission shall: reduce impact of climate change; 
maintain a programme of technical assistance to bodies (public and private) concerning 
implementation of climate change criteria, guidelines, regulations and standards and 
monitoring compliance with such regulations and standards.31 

Establish programmes for the prevention , reduction and elimination of GHGs in 
the nation's air, land and inter-state waters as well as national programmes for restoration 
and enhancement of the environment. Utilize and promote expansion of research, 
experiments, surveys and studies by public and private agencies, institutions and 
organization concerning causes, effects, extent, prevention, reduction and elimination of 
GHGs and such other related environmental protection as the commission may deem 
expedient. It shall serve as centre for gathering and dissemination of information relating 
to national policy on climate change, its effects and mitigation; serve as centre for solving 
any inter-related problem that may arise in the implementation of any policy, strategy or 
guideline relating to cJimate change, develop strategy, master plan, programme for 
combating climate change.32 

Coordinate all institutional and voluntary actions and programmes of reducing 
GHGs and taking inventory of same. Undertake the implementation and ensuring national 
compliance with all commitments under the UNFCCC, Kyoto Protocol, Marrakesh 
Accords and all other related international agreements on climate change; prepare after 
consultation with such relevant agencies of government and private sector, periodic 
master plan for balanced and coordinated development of actions to adapt to climate 

28
Section 3 of the National Climate Change Commission Bill (NCCCB), 2010 

29 
Ibid., section 6(a-f) 

30 
Ibid., section 7(a) 

31
1bid., section 7(b)(c) 

32 
Ibid., section 7(d-g) 
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change; make recommendation for the exploiting of other renewable sources of energy as 
and when necessary. 33 

The Commission will also act as Designated National Authority (DNA) for the 
purpose of imp lementation of the Kyoto Protocol financial mechanisms. For the time 
being, tend any other Post-Kyoto Mechanisms in pursuant of which it shall have the 
powers to: make and set out criteria in accordance to national laws for the 
implementation of the CDM. Evaluate and assess applications for CDM projects and 
grant necessary approvals. Liaise UNFCCC Secretariat on verification, validation and 
registration ofCDM projects in Nigeria, make rules, guidelines and set procedures for the 
development of a carbon trading mechanism in the country assist in marketing and 
promoting COM project and establi shing market structures that w ill encourage the 
evolvement of a carbon market, public awareness of CDM.34 

It shall also monitor the performance of energy use in the industrial, agricu ltural, 
land, water, transp011 and aviation sectors to ensure stabi lization of GHGs and reduce 
emission levels; promote training and manpower development in cl imate change and 
carry out such other functions as conducive, necessary and expedient to the discharge of 
its function under this Act or as may be directed from time to time by the president.35 Jn 
this instance the president has not given assent to the Bill which makes the C limate 
governance in the country unwieldy. Presently there is a Cl imate Change Depa11ment in 
the Ministry of Environment; an Inter-Ministerial Committee on C limate Change, Special 
Climate Change Unit are working on climate sometimes creating conflict due to 
overlapping functions . 

The Bill went further to make provision for the establishment of a technical 
advisory committee that w ill have professionals appointed to serve on the committee.36 It 
is assumed that the assigned responsibilities of the department of climate change will be 
taken care of by one of the depa1iments established under section 6. Otherwise it wi ll be 
an unnecessary duplication of functions when it is eventual ly passed. Moreover, the 
depa11ment was not listed in section 6 (a-e) of the bill.37 The functions of the comm ission 
are in tandem with the Kenya and Philippines funct ions for their respective council and 
commission. 

33 
Ibid., section 7(h-i) 

34 Ibid., section 7(o) 
35 Ibid., section 7(1-m) 
36

Ministries listed in section 3(2)(a) of the bi ll are : Nigerian institute of geological and mining research, 
oceanography, Nigerian metrological agency, Nigerian communication commission, Nigerian Electricity 
Regulation Commission, Atomic Energy Commission, Academy of Science, Representatives of CSOs and 
NGOs, National Planning Commission, Power Holding Company of Nigeria, Manufacturers Association of 
Nigeria, Federal ministry of the Environment Housing and Urban Development, Energy Commission of 
Nigeria, Nigerian Society of Engineers, Nigerian National Petroleum Company, Aviation and transport, 

Federal Ministry of Health, Foreign Affairs, Federal Ministry of Finance, Education, and two others that the 
president may deem necessary and the committee can co-opt any one whose contribution is relevant to the 
committee 
37

Ciimate Science Inventory and mitigation, vulnerability, impact and Adaptation, Multilateral and bilateral 
programme, research and systematic observations, planning, statistics and policies and administration and 
services. 
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The Federal mmtstry of environment and the proposed Climate Change 
Commission Establishment Act if eventually assented will help to actualise the Nigerian 
climate change strategies and policies. Some insights from the UK Climate Act 2008, 
Philippines Climate Act 2009 and Kenya Climate Change Council Bill will be drawn vis
a-vis Nigeria' s Climate Change Commission Bill 2010 to highlight areas for alterations 
or additions for a robust and forward looking law when eventually passed. 

V. APPOINTMENT 

The Climate Change Committee under the Ad8 is cross-sectoral.39 The Act did not place 
the committee under any ministry, and the members were not derived from any particular 
sector, instead they were drawn from the different disciplines or knowledge areas that are 
connected with climate change.40 This assists in providing broad based advice related to 
the multi-faceted aspects of climate change, its impacts and potential management 
strategies. Further, the Committee is comprised of members who must cover relevant 
disciplines and could be seen to ' represent' all possible interest groups and sectors, be 
they economic, social or environmental.41 This line of reasoning can also be deduced in 
the appointment of members to the council of Kenya42 and the commissioners in the 
Ph ')' . 43 t tppmes. 

The UK Climate Committee members ' appointments were based on the 
disciplines or climate change management knowledge areas as opposed to sectors or 
ministries or political party affiliation. This model will help to de-politicise the 
Committee and reduce the competition that may arise from sector and ministerial 
involvement, in for example prioritization of programmes and resources. This method of 
appointment was adopted by Kenya, whereas the Nigeria climate change commission bill 
provided for members of the commission to be ministers charged with responsibility in 
ministries listed in section 2(a) (i-viii) . 

. . ~ look into ~h.e 1~inistri~s leaves a sort of confusion, is it that a single minister 
wiiiiep~~sent the mm1st~·~~s s~t 111 brackets.

44 
Moreover, under the present dispensation 

composttlon of thes~ mm1strres under Muhammadu Buhari administration is different 
from what was obtamable when the draft bill was presented under President Goodluck 
Jonathan. Preset.1tly, the sa~e person occupies the position of the minister of power, 
~ork~ and housm~. How will such man have time for any climate activities when he is 
a rea Y saddled wtth so many responsibilities? The Nigerian situation is not encouraging 
as square pegs are put in round holes. Professionals are seldom appointed for the right 

38 United Kingdom Climate Change Act 2008 
39

1DLO " · 
p.l9 ' Enablmg Legislative and Institutional Framework for Climate Change Response in Kenya", 2012, 
40 

Ibid. 
41

/b id. 
425 . 

ectlon 8, Kenya Climate Change Act 2014 
43 5 . 

ect1on 7, Philippines Climate Change Act 2009 
44 5 . ( 

ect lon 2 a) (i-iv) (i) Energy (power and steel, gas and petroleum), (ii) science and technolog (" ') 
environment housmg and urba d 1 (. ) Y 111 
. t ' ( ') f ' . . .. n eve opment, IV water resources, agriculture and rural development (v) 
JUS 1ce, VI ore1gn affa1rs (v11) fmance (viii) health ' 
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position; example is the appointment of a lawyer as mrnrster of power, works and 
housing rolled into one. Also the ministry of environment, housing and urban 
development were lumped together in the bill. The ministry of water resources, 
agriculture and rural development were lumped together in the bill but under the present 
administration the ministry of water resources is a different ministry from the ministry of 
agriculture and rural development. Another point to note is that, the bill proposed the 
president as the chairman of the commission and as it were; president Buhari doubles as 
the minister for petroleum resources . This must be addressed to correct the anomaly in 

b I . 45 mem ers1rp. 

VI. MEMBERSHIP AND QUALIFICATION 

It is commendable that the Kenyan climate and the Philippines law set out educational 
qualifications required for those that will be appointed into the council and commission 
respectively. Educational qualification requirements were stipulated.46 This is instructive 
for Nigeria to de-emphasise federal character principle and allow merit, qualification and 
professionalism as criteria for appointing and retaining officials in climate governance 
and in every level of governance in the country.47 

The Kenya climate council provided that members of the council are to be people 
of proven integrity; likewise the Philippine Act48 for Nigeria this requirement for 
integrity is germane, because a high number of appointees have corruption allegation 
levelled against them. The culture of patriotism and loyalty for the common good is 
largely lacking. Also, due to nepotism, people with requisite knowledge and experience 
seldom get appointed to aid development of national life. [n recent times corruption has 
assumed murderous levels; public officers and civil servants embezzle public funds with 
impunity. Under the Kenya law even though the different ethnic groups will be taken into 
consideration; howbeit, eligibility for appointment is based on merit, through a 
transparent and competitive process, subject to approval by the parliament. 49 The Kenya 
climate council recognises their diversity yet, will not sacrifice merit on the altar of 
ethnic consideration .50 Nigeria needs to learn from this, as the country over the years has 
sacrificed merit in consideration of federal character principle. 

45
Aithough this was not an issue during the tenure of office of the immediate past president Goodluck 

Jonathan 
46 

Section 8 (3) NCCCB 
47 

This is important with the level of nepotism, and disregard for professionalism and expertise in critical 
sectors of governance. Recently a nominee of president to the post of commissioner of National 
Communication Commission presented a one year national diploma as academic qualification. Yemi ltodo, 
Drama as Buhari's NCC nominee presents a one- year diploma certificate as academic qualification, Daily 
Post, d a i lypost. ng/20 16/10/19 I d ra rna -bu h a ri s-ncc -board-nomine e-p resents-one-year -d i plo rna-certificate
academic-qualification accessed 30 March 2017. The Philippine law stipulated appointees must have at 
least 10 year experience on climate change matters. 
48 

Section 7 Philippine Act 2009 
49 

Section 8 (2), Kenya Climate Council Bill 
50 

Appointments are subject to the provision of Articles 10 and 232 of the Kenya Constitution 2010. 
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Section 8( 4) further provided criteria for qualification for appointment of 
members of the council. Anyone who is a state or public officer, 51 member of a governing 
body of a political party, 52 an undischarged bankrupt, 53 or has been removed from public 
office for contravening the provision of the constitution, or any other law54 is 
automatically disqualified . This is laudable and exemplary for Nigeria as there are many 
seeking appointment into sensitive positions that are not forthright. It also recommended 
that members of the council are to serve on part time basis. 55 This will surely minimise 
cost on the long run, and help to reduce the manipulations and corruption that goes with 
such appointments. This will ensure that they are not political jobbers who will want to 
be appointed on the basis of salaries and other peps that go with such appointment. 
Importantly, the Philippine law provided that such appointed commissioner must not 
appoint representatives to act on his behalf. 56 

VII. YOUTH ENGAGEMENT AND GENDER SENSITIVITY 

The Kenya bill specifically provided for the inclusion of a civil society organisation 
responsible for coordinating matters relating to gender at the national level ,57 while the 
Philippines Climate Change Act provided for one of the commissioners to be a female . 58 

The national climate change bill as it stands is not female gender compliant. The 
Philippine law speaks to the peculiarity of the Nigerian situation . There is a need to spell 
out the inclusion of women representative in the membership of the commission because 
it has been sufficiently documented that women bear a disproportionate burden of climate 
change especially in rural areas.59 Women are more vulnerable to the effects of climate 
change. Primarily because they constitute the majority of the world's poor, and are more 
dependent for their livelihood on natural resources that are threatened by climate change. 
Furthermore, women face social, economic and political barriers that limit their coping 
capacity .60 The thirty year age stipulation in the Philippine law is highly commendable, 
forward looking and sustainable. It is laudable that young people who are the future of 
tomorrow are given an opportunity for partic ipation which in turn helps the sustainability 

51 Section 8(4)(a), NCCCB 
52 

Ibid., section 8(4)(b) 
53 

Ibid., section 8(4)(c) 
54 

Ibid., section 8(4)(d) 
55 

Ibid. , section 8(8) 
56 

Section 7, Philippines Climate Act, 2009 This sends a warning to whoever is appointed, it is national 
service and loyalty is re quired . Appointment was made on t he basis of qualification and experience and 
such cannot be delegated . 
57 

Section 8 (1) (b) (i), Kenya Climate Change Council Bill, 2014 
58 

Section 7 Philippines Climate Change Act 2009 
59 S.H Mandai, "Women Vulnerabilities due to the Impacts of Climate Change : Case from Satkhira Region of 
Bangladesh", Global Journal of Human Social Science, Geography, Geo-Sciences and Environmental Disaster 
Management, Vol. 14, IssueS, 2014 
60 

"Rural Women and Climate Change" , We ADAPT https://weadapt.org/knowledge-base/commun ity
based-a daptation/ru ral -women-a nd-c limate-change accessed 28/3/2017 
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of climate change efforts in the country. Nigeria should learn from this as age is a barrier 
to youths seeking elective posts or appointments in the country.61 

VIII. FUNDING 

Funding is another issue for consideration. The national climate change bill 
recommended the establishment and maintenance of a fund, from which all monies 
accruable to the commission shall be paid and from which all activities of the 
commission shall be funded. 62 The funding of the commission is charged on 2% 
Conso lidated Revenue Fund, 70% of monies in account of the Ecological fund relating to 
the states affected by climate change, and donations, grants and gifts from international 
agencies and body corporate.63 It is highly commendable that a ready source of finance is 
made available for the commission in the pursuit of its mandate. 

However, there is need for caution when it comes to ecological fund. Ordinarily 
each state of the federation has its own ecological challenges that the fund is meant to 
cater for. In a situation where a state has ecology related challenge, like landslide that is 
gradually becoming a common occurrence in some parts of the country. Section 9(c) 
went further to say the funds will be disbursed according to approved formula. It is on 
record however, that the ecological funds have been diversely mismanaged and has been 
described a ' cesspool of corruption ' .64 It is even more disheartening that the federal and 
states government borrow from ecological fund without solving the problems the fund 
was meant for as governors under the aegis of governors ' forum demanded the fund be 
shared.65 This is an indication that even though it is not ideal to subject the fund to cater 
for climate issues there will be problem funding climate issues if ecological fund were to 
be a major source of finance as it were. 

Another view is to the effect that since climate issues are cross sector they should 
factor climate change into the annual budgets of sectors affected by climate change. 
Climate resilient budgets are advocated for sectors that will be faced with climate issues 
and ecology fund should be spent on ecology issues, while the other funds 2% from 
consolidated revenue and other streams of income accruable to the office should be used 
to address climate change. 

The lesson to be learnt from the Kenya climate bill is the appointment of people 
of integrity. Mechanisms should be put in place that will enhance transparency and 
accountabi li ty. There should be completion of prosecution of corruption charges against 

61 J. Agbakwuru , "Reps Reduce Age Qualification for Presidency, Governors, Senate to 30 Years" . 
www. va nguard ngr. co m/2 016/06/ re ps-re u d ce-a ge-q u a I if i cation-preside ncy-goves-se nate-30y rs/ accessed 
30/3/2017 
62 

Section 9 {1}, NCCCB 
63 Ibid. , section 9{b) 
64 F. Owete, "Buhari's Ministers Battle Over Control of Ecological Fund", 
http://www.prem iumtimesng.com/news/top-news/ 207989-exclusive-buharis-mi niste rs-battle -control
ecologica l-fund .html accessed 28/3/2017 
65 Premium Times, "Share Ecological Funds Now, Nigeria Governors Tells Buhari", 
http://www.premiumtimesng.com/news/head lines/214812-share-eco logical-fund-now-nigerias-gove rnors
tell-buhari.html accessed 28/3/2016 
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public officers and office holders. There are too many unresolved corruption cases in the 
country which indirectly gives corrupt people the idea that after all nothing gets resolved . 
The laws should be amended where necessary to penalise those found wanting, and act as 
deterrence to would be looters. 

The faceoff between the minister of environment and the proposal of the 
Attorney General of the Federation was widely reported . The AGF sponsored a bill for 
the transfer of the administration of the ecology fund to the office of the Secretary 
General of the federation and not the ministry of environment.66 The ecological fund 
should be administered by the Ministry of Environment with oversight functions by the 
office of the presidency while the climate fund should be administered by the 
commission with oversight function by the National Assembly committee on climate 
change.67 Grants, gifts aids and other funds that accrue to the fund should be coordinated 
in such a way that there should be specification as to what it should be used for. It should 
not be seen as free money that can be used for personal expenditures. The Philippines Act 
authorised receipt of local and foreign donations, however, presidential clearance and 
approval is needed before acceptance of such foreign donation. It placed a caveat and 
specified what such foreign donation should be expended on.68 The appropriation for 
climate change office from general budget as indicated by the Philippine law may not 
work for Nigeria because appropriation for sectors in budgets has always been inadequate 
and climate issues must not be treated with kid gloves. 

Each local government unit and all relevant government agencies on climate 
change are to allocate from their annual appropriations to fund their activities.69 

However, the local government as it were in Nigeria today is nearly comatose. Elections 
are seldom conducted; funds are scarcely made available to carry out their activities. 
There have been debates whether to scrap local government or make them autonomous. 

The local government is the grassroots government that is closest to the rural 
people. Rural dwellers are most vulnerable to the impacts of climate change, and should 
be first in line of response to help people and communities build resilience and adapt. 
Therefore, the local government functions as outlined in the 1999 constitution needs to be 
amended to incorporate the new role that climate change has foisted on them. This will 
help the development of the bottom up approach and public participation to alleviate the 
challenges of a changing climate especially to the most vulnerable rural people. Also 
considering that climate change may be a precursor to conflicts and insecurity it is 
expedient that security issues must feature prominently on the country's climate 
legislation . 

66/bid. 
67

The National Assembly Committee on Climate Change is a proposal to oversee climate matters. 
68 

Section 17{a-d), Philippines Climate Change Act 2009: To finance research, development demonstration 
and promotion of technologies; conduct assessment of vulnerabilities to climate change impacts resource 
inventory and adaptation capacity building; Advocacy networking and communication activities in the 
conduct of information campaign; and conduct of such other activities reasonably necessary to carry out 
the objectives of the Act as may be defined by the commission 
69 Ibid., section 18 
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IX. OVERSIGHT FUNCTIONS 

The UK and Philippine rep01t ing lines on progress made to the parliament and legis lative 
houses in keeping w ith overs ight function to measure implementation of polic ies should 
be imbibed.70 It is an opportunity for checks and ba lances so that the secretary of state do 
not w ie ld so much powers and take unilatera l decis ions that could have grave 
conseq uences on the c itizens, economy, and the fi ght for emiss ion reductions. T hi s 
mechanism is instructive, as it w ill act as checks and ba lances on the powers of the 
commi ssion in re lation to implementing the climate law. From the fo regoing when the 
c limate change commi ss ion bill is enacted into law should incorporate the UK example 
of setting a veri fiable, measurable and time bound carbon targets should be fo llowed, 
probably th rough the powers of de legation of the commi ss ion to make regulation. 71 T his 
w ill help to achieve the Intended Nationally Determined Contributions ( fNDCs) as 
stipulated under the Paris convention. 

Lofty goals indeed, but they cannot be achieved in a s ituation where the 
commission sha ll be subject to the di rection and contro l of only the pres ident in the 
performance of its funct ions.72 Situati ons have presented itse lf in Niger ia on two di ffe rent 
occasions in two diffe rent admini stration w here the pres ident at some ti me were 
unavo idably absent fo r long period of time.73 Now if there were to be an emergency that 
need to be dea lt with and the president is ind isposed, what happens? An example is the 
flooding of 201 2, if the pres ident were to be out on a medica l vacation that took more 
than two months like it recently happened and there is need to disburse emergency funds 
to allev iate the suffering of those affected by the fl oods? 

X. CONCLUSION 

T he need fo r c limate legis lati on is cogent and urgent. Nigeria can learn from the 
progress ive legis lation of the other developing countries. Not having a c limate law pays 
lip serv ice to the c limate fi ght. Inabili ty of the country to have a comprehens ive legal and 
insti tutiona l framework to address c limate change is a hindrance to the efforts on 
mit igation and adaptation and ability to access fund s and COM proj ects and for a full 
scale representation of the country on the g lobal scale. In the membership of the 
commi ssion it is ideal that an expert is representing the Ministry of defence, because 
climate change is gradually becoming a security issue, this must be prepared for 
adequate ly. T he country's dec is ion to embark on a c limate res ilient and low carbon 
economy will be a mirage w ithout a legal framework in pl ace. T he ro le of youths in 
deve lop ing a res ilient pathway and reduc ing vulnerability is important and must be 
factored into any legis lation. 

70 
Section 36 UK Climate Act 2008 

71 
Section 18, NCCCB 

72
/bid., section 7(q) 

73 
During t he Yar' Adua admin ist ra ti on, he had issues with his hea lth and had to be away fo r a long period of 

time . Likewise the incumbent pres ident was on heal th vacation for more than two months. 
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